
If the COVID response doesn’t kill us, inquiries, lawsuits and other diversions will be the death of us 
all. We have no �me le� to be distracted and delayed. We need full forensic police inves�ga�ons into 
everything that has happened since 2020. So, what is the difference between an inquiry and an 
inves�ga�on? An inquiry has no legal authority for ac�on nor is it probing. It is typically a presenta�on 
of a narra�ve from a pre-determined conclusion where witnesses and evidence/informa�on is cherry-
picked. A true inves�ga�on has no bias. Evidence, informa�on and witnesses are brought forward 
through the inves�ga�ve process without fear or favour with no pre-determined outcome. But 
inves�ga�ons will also only be effec�ve with all the evidence at hand – that means a legal hold placed 
on all medical records for the last three years, search warrants to be executed to seize these records, 
and ques�oning all those responsible under oath. Danielle Smith, as Premier of Alberta, has the power 
to do this. Every Premier in the country has the power to do this, independently of Jus�n Trudeau. 
Why won’t they? You know why. They have lied and, as a result, people have and con�nue to die. 
 
What do we have instead of a true inves�ga�on? COVID INQUIRIES was�ng �me and money while 
people con�nue to die. Where witness tes�mony (even where the intent is genuine) is selected to 
double down on the previous pandemic response. Where we hear lies on top of lies to cover up 
crimes. Where, if you listen closely, they spin the narra�ve, laying the founda�ons for an even more 
damaging response for any future “pandemic” including the extension of this one!!  

The UK government’s Covid inquiry has featured a parade of handwringing poli�cians vowing to do 
beter next crime around. The inquiry is a whitewash of what has actually happened. Discussion has 
focused on PPE shortages, capacity and resources (staffing and funding) in healthcare, a push for even 
greater test and trace, and civil con�ngencies (that is powers given to government to act in an 
emergency). There seems to be a total lack of understanding that a healthcare system pushed to the 
brink of collapse pre COVID was in fact pushed over the edge in a manufactured crisis BECAUSE of 
COVID protocols that, by design, caused suffering and death. What will they do next �me? Mat 
Hancock stated that future pandemics will require lockdown ac�on that is and I quote “wider, earlier, 
more stringent than feels comfortable at the �me.” The bed of nails wasn’t hard enough last �me so I 
guess next crime around it’s the iron maiden, courtesy of Mat Hancock. What we have seen in deaths 
as a direct result of a failed COVID response so far will pale by comparison with focused protec�on for 
us all. Prepare to be governed harder “for your safety”. 

The Scotland cold case unit is inves�ga�ng Nicola Sturgeon, Jeane Freeman and the Sco�sh 
government for avoidable deaths in care homes during COVID. Sounds promising. But is it? The crux of 
the complaint is again focused on lack of tes�ng and a push for enhanced masking. At least DNR 
orders will be inves�gated which caused countless avoidable deaths. But no men�on of the impact of 
rolling isola�on, PCR tes�ng used to inflate cases and force facility lockdowns, lack of in person access 
to doctors, subsequent neglect of residents, misuse of ven�lators, ques�onable COVID drug protocols, 
withholding of an�bio�cs for bacterial respiratory infec�ons, lack of early interven�ons, access to 
essen�al physio, recrea�onal therapies, medical appointments and more. And last but by no means 
least, not a word about COVID vaccines that don’t prevent transmission or contrac�ng the virus and 
worse are causing suffering and death. Here we have a targeted inves�ga�on tailored for a �ghter, 
more restric�ve response to a future health crisis.  



And now the BMJ is calling for an inquiry into Canada’s COVID19 response. Dr Mishra, an infec�ous 
disease epidemiologist from Toronto cited 52,750 deaths directly from COVID-19 in Canada as of mid 
2023. Directly from COVID is the biggest lie ever told. A COVID case is defined purely by symptoms, 
PCR or lateral flow tes�ng, All are fraught with high error rates even when used appropriately which 
they never were. A COVID death is anyone who meets the COVID case defini�on and dies within an 
arbitrary period of �me. In the UK that was 28 days from any true cause of death. The US and Canada 
has a much more expansive �me slot. In the BMJ publica�on, Sharon Straus and colleagues state that 
care homes across Canada were hardest hit in terms of what were deemed COVID deaths. They state 
that outbreaks and deaths declined post ini�al vaccina�on rollout but con�nued. They note that even 
more outbreaks occurred in 2022 than 2020 and 2021 but blame that on lower numbers of booster 
vaccina�on. At least this group acknowledges that less medical care, increased an�psycho�c use, less 
visitor contact and social isola�on, all protocols implemented for COVID are extremely detrimental. 
Some of us saw that from the start. They note that LTC workers are underpaid and undervalued, true 
even before 2020. Focus again is on lack of PPE, fear of the virus for workers and those in their care, 
COVID deaths, burnout, moral distress and staff shortages. No men�on of vaccine and mask mandates 
which we know caused staff to leave in droves but they say there is no Canada-wide data available on 
this. No acknowledgment, forget analysis of vaccine adverse events. There is talk of streamlining a 
future response across the country, but the push again is for enhanced PPE and vaccines. And one of 
the most poignant remarks from this group on the exclusion of family and friends perceived to have 
devasta�ng effects on residents by increasing loneliness, depressive symptoms, and behavioural 
problems, although AGAIN they say no Canada-wide data they say is available. The authors note that 
these concerns have led to ques�ons about residents’ right to live at risk. I maintain that we should 
ALL have the right to live at risk based on fully informed health decisions and consent. So, what can we 
expect should Canada embark on an inquiry into the COVID-19 response? My suspicion is the same 
blame game, lack of real accountability, a push for more failed past protocols, call for censorship on 
“misinforma�on”, an examina�on of COVID data deficiencies but as you can imagine nothing on data 
manipula�on, the key to this en�re crisis. Just lies upon lies to disguise what has really caused 
suffering and deaths across Canada in the last three years. And which looks set to con�nue by design 
with more crimes into the future.  
 
Dr Mishra says of the next health crisis, “We are going to be tested again.” Famous last words. You can 
bet we are going to be TESTED again. Like lab rats in an never-ending experiment… 

The solu�on to all this is simple. There is enough evidence in the public domain to put those 
responsible behind bars. Leaving them unaccountable means they �ghten the noose on us all with a 
fall season ahead that already looks terrifying. Excess deaths, hospitaliza�ons, and reported “COVID” 
deaths climbing. Surrender the data subject to a full forensic police inves�ga�on, Danielle et al. 
Refusal to do so is evidence that you have something to hide.  
 
Lies are cos�ng lives.      


